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Abstract - Production systems will become increasingly complex
to handle flexible business processes and systems. Engineering
systems and tools from several sources have to cooperate for
building agile component-based systems. While there are approaches for the technical integration of component-based industrial automation systems, there is only little work on the effective and efficient integration of engineering tools and systems
along the automation systems lifecycle. In this paper we introduce the concept of the “Automation Service Bus” (ASB) based
on technical and semantic integration concepts for general software engineering tools and systems. Based on real-world use
cases from automation systems engineering we discuss the state
of the art, innovation benefits and limitations of the ASB concept, and derive research issues for further work.
Key words: Systems integration, component-based systems,
production automation systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Key challenges for automation systems engineering 1 are a)
increasing complexity of projects that need to support changing business processes, system re-configuration, and engineering processes [6]; and b) delays when putting a system in
operation and avoidable downtime due to weakly integrated
engineering tools, methods, and processes [5]. Automation
systems engineering projects bring together experts from different domains and organizations, who work in the project
with a wide range of heterogeneous models, processes, and
tools that were originally not designed to cooperate seamlessly [14], which often leads to loss from frictions at interfaces, increased effort and risks in development and operation. While the engineers in automation systems engineering
develop increasingly complex software assets and routinely
use software tools, systematic software engineering processes
and methods are less developed and integrated than could be
expected in a mature key industry.
For building component-based systems the cooperation of
systems and tools from a range of sources (typically component vendors and system integrators) is often necessary to
combine best-of-class components and services [12]. While
there are some approaches for the technical integration of
component-based industrial automation systems, there is only
little work on the effective and efficient integration of tools
and systems along the automation systems lifecycle, particularly the engineering phase.
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In this paper we introduce the concept of the “Automation
Service Bus” (ASB) to bridge technical and semantic gaps
between engineering processes, models, and tools for quality
and process improvements in engineering [4]. The ASB approach applies proven concepts from the “Enterprise Service
Bus” in the business IT context [9] to automation systems
engineering. While there are many similarities in the software
engineering processes of business IT and automation systems
engineering, the following important challenges need to be
addressed for automation systems engineering: engineering
team processes specific for the automation systems lifecycle,
safety regulations (e.g., certification of processes and
changes); real-time concerns when integrating operational
system components; limited resources (e.g., bandwidth, computational performance); and real-world aspects of automation systems (e.g., physics of machinery, wear and tear).
Based on real-world use cases from automation systems
engineering we discuss the state of the art, lessons learned
from prototyping the ASB concept, and derive research issues
for further work. Major results were: Even initial stages of an
ASB implementation can bring significant benefits to a heterogeneous automation systems engineering environment as
this integration is the foundation for better awareness in the
team on relevant changes in the project environment, up-todate “as built” documentation, data collection and analysis,
and quality assurance. Advanced stages of an ASB implementation facilitate a global view on tools and systems in the
automation systems lifecycle as foundation for the optimization of the engineering and operation processes.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work on software and systems integration in software engineering and automation systems engineering. Section 3 introduces the ASB concept. Section 4
illustrates use cases for the ASB in industrial informatics,
discusses results from exploratory prototypes, and develops
research issues; and Section 5 concludes and provides an
overview on further work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we summarize related work on approaches
to integrate technically heterogeneous systems in general
software engineering and on concepts towards better integration of multi-vendor operational automation systems engineering environments.

A.

Systems Integration in Software Engineering

Current developers of software systems use a wide range of
tools from software vendors, open source communities, and
in-house developers. Getting these tools to work together to
support a development process in an engineering environment remains challenging as there is a wide variety of application programming interface (API) standards these tools
follow (see also [11]).
Technical and semantic integration. Any integration approach has to address the levels of technical heterogeneity,
i.e., how to connect systems that use different platforms, protocols, etc., so they can exchange messages [7, 9]; and semantic heterogeneity, i.e., how to translate the content of the messages between systems that use different local terminologies
for common concepts in their domain of discourse, so these
systems can understand each other and conduct a meaningful
conversation [1, 8, 15]. In this paper we focus on the first
step: the foundations for integrating technically heterogeneous systems.
Basics of technical integration. Techical integration follows message-based patterns [9] to connect a series of technically heterogeneous and distributed systems. The communication between these systems is in many cases event-based
and sometimes request/response-based. Message-oriented
middleware (MoM) and an “Enterprise Service Bus” (ESB)
[7] provide the infrastructure for physically and logically
connecting technically heterogeneous systems with technical
integration features such as message processing (like routing,
filtering and enriching messages) and a service registry (a
directory of currently available services, their names, interface and behavior descriptions, and location to bind and invoke) [2], and thus are the foundation for engineering process
services on domain level. To efficiently embed these infrastructure tools an engineering project with resourceconstrained, mobile, and low-cost environments, there are
several lightweight open source ESB and related middleware
products available [17].
Contributions of SOA to technical integration. In the
context of integration service-oriented architecture (SOA)
[10] is often presented as a “silver bullet” technology solution. However, a) SOA refers to a set of architectural practices only, not to specific technologies; and b) there is no single clear and non-disputed definition of SOA. In this work we
build on the following SOA principles [16]:
 Platform-independent (open) service interface: In SOA
each system has to provide a platform-independent service
interface for invoking this system; if the system does not
provide such an interface, a specific connector needs to be
developed to expose a valid service interface.
 Late binding of services: a service registry or event-driven
mechanisms (e.g., using routing/publish-subscribe patterns)
are used to connect services independent of their location.
 Loose coupling of services: Services can be easily deployed
and un-deployed, registered and unregistered as needed.
Tightly coupled connections between systems are not fa-

vored as they tend to reduce the agility and scalability of
systems design.
Conversation patterns. In order to conduct process steps
beyond just sending isolated messages, systems typically use
several conversation patterns in different integration scenarios
[8]: 1. Event-driven approach: in most cases, systems send
internal changes as events to the ESB. Other systems or middleware-control components (like filters, routers, and process
engines) can be triggered by certain events (with event types
or publish-subscribe patterns). 2. Request-reply pattern: this
approach is useful when a system executes a specific command that needs some reaction from another system. If overused, this pattern can lead to unwanted design side effects,
such as too tightly coupled systems that make the environment unnecessary hard to evolve. 3. Process-driven approach: in certain cases an event or a command can trigger a
workflow or stable series of process steps. Process orchestration or choreography components on the ESB can organize
larger processes.
These contributions of systems integration in the software
engineering/business IT area can be well adapted to the specific needs of modern component-based engineering environments for automation systems engineering.
Integration in Business IT vs. engineering environments. Integration patterns build on pioneering work in enterprise integration for business IT [7] and we are aware that
integration requirements for engineering tool environments
differ in several ways: Business systems often run in a stable
environment with ample resources, i.e., they use rather heavyweight middleware infrastructure to integrate backend systems that are assumed to be always online. Enterprise systems
are routinely built with integration in mind, e.g., all serious
CRM systems provide service interfaces to support enterprise
processes across organizational units. However, engineering
systems are mainly designed to solve a particular job for a
single engineer rather than integrating the processes along the
automations systems lifecycle [18]. Tools for individual engineers follow a variety of goals, may be offline, and provide
APIs to exchange coarse-grained data (like engineering models) “before” and “after” the job. Increasingly, tools provide
fine-grained and well-documented APIs comparable to services for proper process integration.
B.

Software and Systems integration in Automation Systems Engineering

Integration of engineering systems is a challenge as (particularly in the automation industry) typically a broad range
of engineering tools from different vendors are used to solve
specific problems (see also [18]). Tools within one vendor are
sometimes integrated to exchange data, but hardly between
vendors. APIs and exchange formats often do not follow established (open) standards. Therefore the AutomationML 2
project will provide a standardized XML data exchange basis
for data integration between multi-vendor automation systems
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engineering tools as foundation systematic information exchange between engineering models. The Medeia 3 project
develops an automation component model concept as foundation for knowledge exchange between semantically heterogeneous domain-specific engineering models [14]. The results
of these projects become essential for engineering teams that
have a technically well-integrated environment but need to
reconcile different semantic approaches in the engineering
team. A different approach has been presented by [19]: Engineering tools are viewed as services requested by the control
engineer from a central web server. This reduces the administrative switching and installation effort, however, no approach for integrating the tools’ data is presented.
Apart from integrating tools in automation systems it is of
major importance to improve the integration and interaction
between the elements a plant is built from. Improved integration is the foundation for better operation: plant parts can
better coordinate for increased throughput, robustness, and
product quality. The Socrades4 project uses a serviceoriented approach (SOA) to integrate multi-vendor components to design, deploy, run, and monitor automation systems
[12]. A main drawback of this approach is the high effort
necessary to engineer and maintain such a kind of system. For
providing a tool environment that reduces the engineering
effort the SODA 5 (Service Oriented Device and Delivery Architecture) project (see [12]) has been established.
III. THE AUTOMATION SERVICE BUS CONCEPT
Engineering tools and systems in the automation systems
lifecycle can be viewed as components that already contribute
to the engineering process independently but can support the
engineering process more effectively and efficiently when
working together seamlessly. In automation systems engineering two domains of engineering have to be observed:
engineering in office-like “design environments” and engineering in real-time, resource-limited, and safety-critical “onsite/run-time environments”.
The goal of the “Automation Service Bus” (ASB) is to integrate heterogeneous engineering components for automation systems engineering similar to the enterprise service bus
(ESB) in business IT and SOA [8, 9, 21]: Engineering components are connected to the ASB via connector components,
which allows addressing all deployed components as services
via the ASB. The ASB integrates components in both officelike design and onsite environments with a common integration architecture (platform-neutral service interfaces on a
network) but different implementations: the “engineering
service bus” for office-like design environments, and the
“control service bus” for run-time environments. Bridge
components connect design-time and run-time environments.
We currently focus mostly on process integration [20], and
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partly on control integration. Data integration can be an issue
in certain use cases.
Figure 1 provides a high-level view on an ASB that consists of a collection of systems around automation systems
development and a run-time environment. In the office environment (on the left) typical groups of systems are: project
management for planning and tracking the progress of implementing system requirements; systems engineering for
planning and coordinating pipe and instrumentation, function
plan, electrical plan, system configuration, etc.; software engineering to develop, build, and test software components.
With a connecting ASB the following services can be added
to automate engineering processes that need human intervention in a non-integrated engineering environment: team
communication supported by notification services like issue
tracker and mail server; automation service bus support for
engineering processes with rules for engineering that connect
components and process steps logically; and services for the
semantic transformation of messages between components
that use heterogeneous terminologies.
The “engineering service bus” will use a domain-specific
“automation systems engineering” component model that
maps component interaction to ESB configurations, integration patterns, and connectors on a technical level. This model
describes the functionality, conversation patterns and data
that can be provided and consumed by specific engineering
tool types. The domain-specific standardization of tool types
enables the simple exchange of particular tool services. As an
example: The source code management (SCM) tools Subversion and CVS both provide similar functionality, which allows describing these tools as instances of the SCM tool type.

Fig. 1: The basic concept of the Automation Service Bus.

In Figure 1 the control service bus (CSB) is a separate
physical bus connecting run-time environments in a plant,
onsite engineering functions, and supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) components.
In order to leverage the full advantages of the ASB concept
both bus variants — the engineering service bus (EngSB) and

the control service bus (CSB) — should work together as
seamlessly as possible. Ideally, also the implementations
would be equal. However, ESB implementations in business
IT are resource consuming and do not take into account limitations of determinism, timeliness, safety-criticality. Therefore new ways of representing the functionality of an ESB
have to be developed. To ensure EngSB interoperability on
the conceptual level the CSB has to support the following
common ESB principles: message-oriented bus infrastructure,
service concept, and conversation patterns. A main requirement for using a CSB in a real-time control environment like
industrial automation is that the message bus may not disturb
machine operation, or, even further, the overall operation of
the plant. Furthermore, timely processing of the messages is a
concern especially for optimizing the plant operation and
guaranteeing smooth operation.
In this paper we present the overall concept of the ASB and
its variants and focus in the concrete use cases and the prototype on the engineering bus, where we can build on available
proven tools.
IV. USE CASES, PROTOTYPE, AND RESEARCH ISSUES
In this section we illustrate expected benefits and limitations of the ASB with the detailed use case "continuous integration and test" and an ASB prototype with run-time parts.
A.

Use Case “Continuous Build and Test”
This use case illustrates a key part in an iterative systems
development process: if part of a system or engineering
model gets changed, the system has to be re-built and retested to identify defects early and to provide fast feedback on
implementation progress to the project manager and the owners of the changed system parts.
Figure 1 illustrates the advantage of an ASB integration:
green and yellow number labels show the interactions in the
use case; all green labels are steps that can be (partly) automated, depending on the available level of tool support.
The major use case steps, derived from a work process
analysis, are: 1. Check-in. An engineer changes an engineering model, code, configuration in the SCM. 2. Check rules on
dependencies. The work process rule component (WPRC)
contains actionable rules that define relevant parts of the
work process in the engineering team and can check which
engineering models may be related to the recent change to
identify which tools need to cooperate. 3a. Check models. The
identified tools (in our case P&ID, function plan, electrical
plan) check whether the change would lead to inconsistencies
with their models (if this service is not yet available, the
WPRC can generate a ticket for the model owner). 3b. Try to
resolve conflicts. If conflicts between models get reported the
work process rule component tries to resolve these conflicts
with precedence rules; 3c. If an irresolvable conflict remains:
the WPRC opens tickets in the issue tracker for owners of
conflicting models that contain information on the context of
the conflict, e.g., links to the affected parts in the engineering

models for direct access; 4. If there are no conflicts between
engineering models: the WPRC starts the build and integration service; 5. If software build succeeds, start unit test suite
for the affected software units; 6. If build, integration, or test
report defects, the WPRC opens issues with relevant information for owners of the concerned models; 7. If there are no
defects reported: WPRC the triggers software deployment for
integration test; 8. Update progress status for requirements
that are linked to specific test cases in the test suites, i.e.,
passed or incomplete depending on test results plus links to
test reports and engineering models.
In current practice human experts are needed to integrate
the tools and process steps. Key benefits of ASB integration
in this use case are:
 Avoidance of repeated activities: Without integration testing
is a human-intensive and tedious repetitive task for experts.
 Automation of activities with engineering rules: Rules allow
capturing expert knowledge and organizational culture explicitly as foundation for automation.
 Bridging of media gaps between engineering, operation,
and project management: Without integration expert tend to
spend considerable effort on seeking, transforming, and entering information in related engineering tools and information systems.
 Ticket system closes open-loops in engineering processes:
A ticket system (issue tracker, like Trac 6 ) represents tasks
in formats that are understood both by humans and machines. Tickets ensure visibility of tasks and their completion for all roles involved. As tickets can contain machineunderstandable parts, tickets can be processed both by people and machines (e.g., automatic escalation of ticket to another role after being open for a certain period).
B.

Prototype “Change, Test & Result Notification”

Fig. 2: Detail view prototype “continuous integration & test”.

Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed view on a prototype that
implements part of the use case “continuous integration and
test”: steps 1, 7, and 8 (see Figs. 1 and 2). Goal of the prototype was to gain experience with designing and implementing
6
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selected ASB concepts with a mule ESB, open source standard components (issue tracker, chat and mail servers), and
custom/third-party components (function block editor and test
framework).
Grey boxes stand for adapters from the ASB to tools and
connectors from a tool to the ASB. In the ASB the “message
processing” component routes messages according to the
work process rules to the adapters that call APIs of engineering components in their native protocols; connectors convert
events from the engineering components into ASB messages.
The example engineering components are: a 61131-3 compliant function block editor and compiler (in our case
logi.CAD 7 ), a custom unit-test framework (in Python) that
acts as bridge to the run-time environment, a) by sending test
cases to the “Test cases” run-time system (RTS, in our case
both logi.RTS7) that executes the test steps interacting with a
“tested RTS” that runs the compiled 61131-3 function block
programs; and b) by listening to the results of each test case.
The test cases are linked to requirements, so the test framework can report test success or failure both on test case and
requirements levels. The issue tracker is a standard service
that gets invoked by the issue adapter to send test reports to
the relevant roles. Alternative communication means are a
chat server that allows instant topic-based notification, e.g., to
inform developers on changes to a system part they work on,
and general e-mail services. The logger component records
all events on model changes and the test process as records
for auditing.
C.

Lessons learned and Research Issues identified

From working on the prototype we took away the following lessons and issues for research.
Usefulness of integration patterns. The EngSB infrastructure worked well to take care of the low-level connections
and technical protocol conversions between the multitude of
software components. However, there is still a considerable
amount of low-level configuration involved to describe the
technical setting to the ESB.
The initial message types in the prototype followed more
closely the tool APIs. We found this would limit the reusability of the message and re-designed the messages according to
the communication needed in the work processes identified in
the use case on domain level.
From conversation patterns we mostly used the eventdriven approach as it was close to the capabilities of the tools
involved, fulfilled the requirements of the working process
steps, and introduced few assumptions on other tools in the
environment. ESB service calls were used with the issue
tracker. Part of the workflow was defined by the kind of messages a tool sends depending on the outcome of a process
step, few rules were required and were implemented in the
connectors (but could be moved to a dedicated work process
rule component).
7
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Effort and benefits of integration. After the initial effort
to understand which components to select and how to configure the components and interfaces, the effort for defining and
implementing the process steps was lower than expected.
In our experience even the integration of a single new tool
is likely to bring benefits for improving the engineering process that outweigh the new integration effort as there are many
standard components available for engineering and team
communication (like SCM, test automation, issue tracking,
logging and notification services). With each additional tool
type in a domain-specific network of tools the value of the
contribution of each tool grows [3] as defining more agile
engineering processes with tool support and integrated views
over several data sources become practically feasible.
Engineering domain-level components. The definition of
domain-specific messages, adapters and connectors worked
very well for friendly tools that provide a well documented
API. However, in the work we found a considerable amount
of detail work that could be automated by deriving low-level
technical configurations from domain-level concepts (tool
types and their services, team interaction requirements, need
for semantic integration), which need more work with engineering teams to identify and refine.
Collaboration of several ASBs. Discussions with practitioners showed the need for well-defined collaboration of
several environment-specific ASBs. The integration of the
run-time systems, mobile workers who may connect to a
range of ASBs over time, and other business systems will
raise issues regarding synchronization, quality of service,
security and privacy.
Control service bus Issues. Key requirements for a CSB
are: the bus may not disturb machine and plant operations;
real-time messages processing. Therefore message data and
behavior have to be restricted for the CSB.
The first restriction targets the message size. Through reducing message size a faster processing on resource-limited
control devices can be achieved. However, a big advantage of
EngSB messages is that they can contain semantically rich
data, which can be interpreted by different systems. Therefore
a trade-off between message size and information content has
to be found. One solution could be to work with external
knowledge (see e.g., [13]). As the domain of industrial automation has many common concepts, the production knowledge can be stored in the communicating partners. However,
this has the drawback that on changes all partners have to be
adapted.
A second approach can be to separate the data of one large
message into several shorter messages. The first message
contains the short main information and the following message(s) contain additional (descriptive) data. This has the
drawback of an increased message rate.
The processing of messages on the CSB needs computation
resources. If too many messages have to be processed the
target system may get into an overload condition not able to
perform their control task (i.e., operate a machine) any more.
Therefore, limited message rates on the CSB will be needed.

A final specialty of the CSB: importance of messages will
differ. For example, an alarm on a critical plant condition is
much more important than a status update of the production
systems throughput. Therefore, reliable messaging and priority concepts will be needed for the CSB.
V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we introduced the concept of the “automation
service bus” (ASB) that builds on experiences from general
software engineering in the areas of technical and semantic
integration of engineering tools and systems. Many research
and development concepts from general software engineering
adapt well to the engineering of local industrial automation
systems (“engineering service bus”) but adaptation of these
concepts to systems operation (“control service bus”) and
distributed ASBs provides significant research challenges.
From real-world use cases from automation systems engineering we derived research issues and the following innovative benefits of the ASB concept: Even initial stages of an
ASB implementation can bring significant benefits to a heterogeneous automation systems engineering environment:
 Simple aggregation of components and services according
to the project needs based on a common abstract infrastructure for communication between tools and systems; and
 Improved coordination between tools that were not designed to cooperate by access to data and relevant changes
in other tools.
 Legal recording and systematic closing of open loops in
engineering team processes.
Advanced stages of an ASB implementation can bring a
global view on tools and systems in the automation systems
lifecycle for optimization of the engineering and operation
processes like analysis of cross-linked data from several
sources; secure access to data in automation systems.
Limitations: the ASB is a new middleware layer that needs
configuration and administration; thus, considering an ASB
seems reasonable for sufficiently complex environments, e.g.,
with 5+ heterogeneous system components to integrate.
Further work. Engineering component model. Investigate
methods and tools to map the rather high-level engineering
component description of the ASB more efficiently to “lowlevel” bus concepts like message topics, filters, routers or
process engines.
Data/model synchronization between several ASBs. In engineering tools and systems are used in several kinds of environment: office-like development, test, and onsite environments, which are rarely part of one network. Thus tools or
complete environments may be offline for extended periods
and need approaches to reconcile inconsistencies between
data/model versions from concurrent changes.
Run time concepts for the Control Service Bus. A main research challenge lies in providing the automation service bus
concept to the plant operation levels. For these levels completely new requirements regarding operation speed, deterministic behavior, and performance are demanded from integra-

tion approaches. This results in a completely new way to use
plant operation and plant engineering tools.
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